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Things about which you did not dare think-

On Mar 25, 2017, a visitor to the scannedretina wrote:
Since you know so many people I wanted to know if you know of anyone that knows about the Sovereignty Education Defense Ministry at sedm.org?
I would specially like to know what, anyone might knows about them and their "Path to freedom Process".

Their website is a tremendous resource of information  that is very detailed, very specific. 

They also have another website called familyguardian.org.

Both websites help people with education on sovereignty but sedm.org has the processes and info on tax issues.

They claim nobody from the government or outside of it has ever successfully rebutted their claims.

They also claim that there is no process in existence that achieves divorce from the United States corporation like their process does.

Their process is called "Path to Freedom"

I am very interested in using their step 10 of the Path to Freedom which is divorce from the United States without expatriating oneself or abandoning 
ones Nationality. The process involves getting a document of 650 pages apostilled and filing it with the US Secretary of State, the Secretary of State of 
one's state, the US Attorney general and the Secretary General of one's state.

The above process does not seek to claim the strawman or to position oneself to obtain commercial monetary gain in any way like the redemption and 
other methods do.

It is a strict disconnection, disassociation and divorce from the United States and any statutory status.

Their position is both Sovereign and Christian - belief in God.

Any information on sedm.org and processes would be most appreciated.

thanks a bunch Arnie,

03-25-17 - A question from a visitor...regarding a resource.  
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